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ABSTRACT




Defect-free epitaxial growth of Ge on a ~4 % lattice-mismatched single-crystal Si
substrate is achieved using reduced dimension nanoscale heterostructures, where efficient
structural relaxation might occur due to an enhanced adatom migrations and high surface-
to-volume ratio. For development of novel electronic or optical devices based on these
novel structures, understanding of their electrical and optical properties is crucial. This
study explores the optical properties and carrier transport in two different types of
Si/Si1-xGex nanostructures: Ge nanowires (NWs) forming nanoscale heterojunctions with Si
substrates and multilayers of SiGe clusters embedded into a Si matrix.
Micron-long Ge nanowires grown on n+ (100) and p+ (111) Si substrates exhibit
distinct current-voltage (I-V) characteristics, which are explained using a model of an
abrupt and defect-free Ge NW/Si substrate heterointerfaces. From the measurements on
Si/SiGe cluster superlattices (SLs) where SiGe clusters are vertically aligned due to
strain-induced self-organization, a series of step-like structures are observed in the I-V
characteristics obtained using mapping of electrical characteristics by a scanning-
tunneling-microscope (STM). The origin of this step-like I-V behavior and distinct peaks
in differential conductivity is suggestively explained by a conduction energy band
configuration that considers phonon-assisted carrier transfer at the interfaces between Si
separating layers and Ge-rich SiGe clusters.
Optical measurements show that the photoluminescence (PL) intensity in Si/SiGe
cluster SL exhibits excitation dependent thermal quenching under continuous wave (CW)
excitation by an Ar+ laser with the excitation intensities of 0.1-10 W/cm² . A novel
mechanism, where nonradiative carrier recombination is controlled by a competition
between hole tunneling and hole thermionic emission over the valence band energy
barriers at Si/SiGe heterointerfaces is suggested.
In addition, the carrier transitions at a high photoexcitation using Q-switched
pulsed Nd:YAG laser are found to be mediated by Auger processes with high energy
Auger holes repopulating Si barriers in valence energy band. An efficient light emission
due to radiative recombination of electron-hole condensates in Si separating layers of the
Si/SiGe clusters SL is observed with a lifetime approaching 10 -8 s. These results,
attributed to a mechanism similar to "Auger fountain" in quantum wells with type-II
energy band alignment, indicate a new route toward light-emitters monolithically
integrated into CMOS environment.
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For the last decade, SiGe has become the vital part of the CMOS technology, mainly due
to the successful development of heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) technology for
Bi-CMOS and RF applications [1]. However, the fabrication of Si/SiGe heterostructures
with an abrupt Si/Ge heterointerface is restricted on the Ge (SiGe) layer thickness and the
material composition because of a stress appearing at the heterointerface due to
considerable lattice mismatch (-4 %) between bulk Si and Ge. Hence, most of the studies
on Si/Ge heterostructure systems have been concentrated on thin strained layer
pseudomorphic heterostructures formed with Si and SiGe alloy, until new fabrication
techniques of low-dimensional self-assembled nanostructures were discovered. Among
other approaches, two novel nano-systems are considered in this dissertation, quasi-one-
dimensional (quasi-1D) Si/Ge hetero-junctions and three-dimensional (i.e. cluster-like)
morphology Si/SiGe multilayers superlattices (SLs).
More specifically, this study focuses on electrical and optical properties of
micron-long Ge nanowires (NW)/Si substrate hetero-systems and Si/SiGe clusters
nanostructures where efficient structural relaxation might be allowed due to high surface-
to-volume ratio of Ge NWs and 3D morphology of SiGe clusters. These systems are
expected to play an important role in both, interconnects (e.g., passive) and functional
(e.g., active) components in nanoscale electronics and optoelectronics.
In the extreme case (e.g. a few-nanometer dimension), the electronic band
structures of these systems might change significantly due to carrier confinement in more
1
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than one direction. The effect of quantum confinement plays a crucial role transforming
indirect band gap semiconductors such as Si and Ge into quasi-direct band gap materials,
where optoelectronic applications are no longer limited by an inefficient, phonon-assisted
carrier recombination [2]. Also, the excitonic Bohr radius (RB) in bulk Ge is 24.3 nm
compared to Si with RB = 4.9 nm, resulting in a more prominent quantum size effect [2, 3,
4].
The overall objective of this research is focused on carrier transport and optical
properties (mainly photo- and electroluminescence) of Ge NWs/Si substrate
heterostructures produced by a method named vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth and
Si/SiGe clusters superlattices (SLs) fabricated by Stranski-Krastanov (S-K) growth.
Chapter 2 presents an extensive review considering details of the growth
processes; structural, optical and electrical characterization methods; and physical
properties of SiGe nanostructures using recently published data. The following original
part of this dissertation (chapter 3 and 4) starts with descriptions on the preparations of
the samples by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
Previously investigated (by Dr. Tsybeskov's group) optical properties of the Ge NW
samples are also summarized in this chapter. The experimental set up and measurement
procedures are described in the later part of chapter 3.
Chapter 4 is devoted to detailed presentation of the experimental results and
extensive discussions. As for the NWs samples, electrical measurements including room
temperature DC and AC data and current-voltage (I- V) temperature dependences are
presented and discussed. The results show that these electrical measurements correlate
with the optical measurements previously published by Dr. Tsybeskov's group [5], and
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support the conclusion that Ge NWs/Si substrate interface could be modeled using an
abrupt and defect-free Ge NW/Si substrate heterointerface. In the following section of
chapter 4, the electrical and optical measurements on Si/SiGe clusters SLs are discussed,
including analysis of the observed temporal and spectral photoluminescence (PL) at
different excitation conditions and nano-scale mapping of current-voltage characteristics
using a variable temperature scanning-tunneling-microscope (STM). The observed results
are consistently explained using the discussed model based on type-II energy band
alignment at Si/SiGe clusters heterointerface, where most of the energy band
discontinuity is in valence energy band.




2.1 Vapor-Liquid-Solid and Other Mechanisms of Nanowire Growth
A critical issue in the study and application of NWs is how to assemble individual atoms
into such a unique one-dimensional (1D) nanostructure in an effective and controllable
way. A general requirement for any successful preparative methodology is to be able to
achieve nanometer scale control in NW diameter during anisotropic crystal growth while
maintaining a good overall crystallinity.
During the past decade, many methodologies have been developed to synthesize
1D nanostructures. Generally, they can be categorized into two major approaches based
on the reaction media which were used during the preparation: solution and gas phase
based processes. More detailed description includes several major techniques as the
following:
(a) Template-directed synthesis represents a convenient and versatile method for
generating 1 D nanostructures. In this technique, the template simply serves as a
scaffold against which other kinds of materials with similar morphologies are
synthesized. These templates could be nanoscale channels within mesoporous
materials or porous alumina and polycarbonate membranes, etc. The produced
NWs can then be released from the templates by selectively removing the host
matrix.
(b) Solution-liquid-solid (SLS) method has been used to obtain highly crystalline
semiconductor NWs at low temperatures, e.g., for the growth of InP, InAs, and
GaAs nanowhiskers. This approach uses simple, low-temperature (less than or
equal to 203 °C), solution phase reactions. The materials are produced as near-
single-crystal whiskers having widths of 10 to 150 nanometers and lengths up to
several micrometers.
(c) Lately, solvothermal methodology has been extensively examined as one possible
route to produce semiconductor NWs and nanorods. In these processes, a solvent
was mixed with certain metal precursors and, possibly, a crystal growth regulating
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or templating agent such as amines. This solution mixture was then placed in an
autoclave kept at relatively high temperature and pressure to carry out the crystal
growth and assembly process. This methodology seems to be quite versatile and
has been demonstrated to be able to produce many different crystalline
semiconductor nanorods and NWs.
(d) A well-accepted mechanism of NW growth via gas phase reaction is the so-called
vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) process proposed by Wagner in 1960s during his studies
of single-crystalline whisker growth [6, 7]. According to this mechanism, the
anisotropic crystal growth is promoted by the presence of liquid alloy/solid
interface. This process is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 for the growth of Ge NW using Au
clusters as catalyst at high temperature.
Weight % Ge
Figure 2.1 Au-Ge phase diagram showing three states along the isothermal line; (I)
alloying, (II) nucleation and (III) axial growth [6].
In VLS, a metal particle is used as a catalytic nucleation site during the growth of
semiconductor NWs. Various metals, such as Au, Fe, Ti, and Ga, catalytically enhance
the growth of NWs. A phase diagram of these metal-semiconductor alloys determines the
eutectic temperature, and the growth temperature is set in between the eutectic point and
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the melting point of the materials. However, the growth temperature can be lower than
the eutectic temperature reported on the binary phase diagram; the equilibrium melting
point of solid decreases with decrease in the size of its particle (Gibbs-Thomson effect) [8,
9]. The Gibbs-Thomson effect relates surface curvature to vapor pressure and chemical
potential. It leads to the fact that small liquid droplets (i.e. particles with a high surface
curvature) exhibit a higher effective vapor pressure, since the surface is larger in
comparison to the volume.
For Au-Ge system, eutectic temperatures as low as —360 °C (Fig. 2.1) enable
low temperature synthesis of Ge NWs, which is likely to give possible future advantage
of easy incorporation with existing semiconductor electronic devices. It has already been
shown that Au-Ge chemical vapor deposition by Au-catalyzed decomposition of GeH4
source gas is possible even below the eutectic temperature, 360 °C [10]. At a given
temperature, NWs grow passing three states as shown in Fig. 2.1 by the arrowed line
from left to right through the phase diagram. The decomposition reaction can be
expressed as below.
GeH4 - 1 --->" Au-Ge (1) + 2H2 (g)
The mechanism of VLS growth mode for Au-catalyzed Ge NWs begins with a
formation of an eutectic alloy between Au particle and Ge. Au particles are usually
prepared by evaporating Au film onto Si wafer, which acts as catalytic sites for NWs
growth. The catalytic reaction forms a very thin, Ge-rich layer on the surface of the Au-
Ge alloy particle at the growing end of the wire. The excess Ge near the surface results in
a concentration gradient that causes the excess Ge to diffuse into the Au-Ge island. The
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excess Ge is likely to precipitate (nucleate) usually at the alloy/solid interface.
According to Kamins et al. [11], this process can be explained with respect to
energy conservation law as the following. In order to form macroscopic quantities of Ge
on the free surface of the Au-Ge alloy, an additional interface must be formed, probably
increasing the energy of the system. On the other hand, if the excess Ge diffuses to the
underlying Au-Ge and Ge interface; it can attach to Ge there without requiring an
additional interface to form, and the energy of the system does not need to increase. As
the Ge atoms precipitate on the underlying Ge, the Ge-Au island is pushed up, forming a
wire. Transport of excess Ge from the alloy surface is accommodated by bulk diffusion
through the alloy particle or surface diffusion around it on its surface, and Ge could reach
the growing NW along the interface between the alloy particle and the NW. Figure 2.2 is
the schematic representation of Ge NW growth mechanism.
The supersaturation and following precipitation on the growth interface depends
on the NW diameter. The Gibbs-Thomson effect places a lower limit on the diameter of
structures for thermal growth [12]. As the diameter of NW becomes smaller, the vapor
pressure (or chemical potential) of Ge on tip of NW increases and thereby supersaturation
decreases due to the reduced vapor pressure difference (i.e., thermodynamic driving force
for supersaturation) at the interface between outer source gas and Au-Ge alloy droplet.
Therefore, the growth rate of NWs is lower for smaller diameter and a critical diameter is
found below which the growth stops completely. However, the lower limit for the wire
diameter decreases for increasing gas pressure, i.e., higher pressure increase the NW
growth rate. An increased source gas pressure appears to enhance the catalytic growth
process.
Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of NW growth mechanism.
To allow wire growth, transport of Ge away from the surface must not be the
slowest process. If neither bulk nor surface diffusion is adequately rapid, the Ge
decomposing on the surface covers the catalyst particle. The incoming gas is then
shielded from the particle so that the particle cannot continue catalyzing the
decomposition, the growth rate then slows to the normal Ge growth rate on Ge, the
surrounding Ge grows at the same rate as that of the Ge above the nanoparticle, and no
wires form. As metal-containing liquid nanoparticles move along with the tip of the wire,
Ge NWs grow.
Figure 2.3 In situ high temperature TEM images during the growth of Ge NW. (a) Au
nanoclusters in solid state at 500 °C, (b) alloying initiated at 800 °C, at this stage Au
exists mostly in solid state, (c) liquid Au/Ge alloy, (d) the nucleation of Ge NW on the
alloy surface, (e) Ge NW grows with further Ge condensation and eventually forms a
wire (f) [13].
Figure 2.3 shows the real time sequential pictures of Ge NWs synthesis taken by
in situ high temperature TEM performed by Wu et al. [13], which corroborate
interpretation of NWs synthesis by VLS mechanism. Three stages mentioned before, (I)
alloying, (II) nucleation and (III) axial growth, are well matched with the pictures (a) to
(c), (d), and (e) to (f), respectively. Before Ge vapor is introduced, Au particles remain in
solid state. Wu et al. observed that Au particles kept their state up to 900 °C. With
increasing amount of Ge vapor on the surface of Au particle, Ge condenses, diffuses and
forms an alloy with Au particle and then liquefies as the Ge fraction increases in the alloy.
In Fig. 2.3a to c, the tendency of increase in size of the alloy droplet and decrease in
elemental contrast indicate that, while the alloy composition changes with the increase of
Ge fraction, the droplet undergoes the transition from a bi-phase region of solid Au and
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Au-Ge liquid alloy to a single phase region of Au-Ge liquid alloy. With further
concentration of Ge in the Au-Ge alloy droplet, the precipitation of Ge after diffusion to
the interface between the liquid alloy and the solid lead to the beginning of NW
nucleation (Fig. 2.3d). After the Ge nanocrystal nucleates, further transport of the Ge
vapor into the system increases the amount of Ge precipitation from the alloy (Fig. 2.3e).
The interface is then pushed up to form NWs (Fig. 2.30.
2.2 Stranski-Krastanov Growth Mechanism of Si/SiGe Nanostructure
In heteroepitaxy, there are three possible growth modes, which are illustrated
schematically in Fig. 2.4 [14]. The first, Frank-van der Merwe, is simply the successive
addition of 2D layers to the lattice-matching substrate crystal. The second mode, Volmer-
Weber, will occur if the added material can minimize its free energy by trading increased
surface area for decreased interfacial area, forming an island structure like water droplets
on glass. This happens when atoms or molecules in the deposit are more strongly bound
to each other than to the substrate. A third possibility, an intermediate combination of the
above mentioned modes, can arise if the lattice spacing of the added material mismatches
the crystalline substrate. Here, growth starts with a strained 2D wetting layer (WL), but
clusters form after the first few monolayers. The explanation of the driving force for 2D-
3D conversion is still discussed, being controversial or incomplete, but the prevailing one
is based on energetic considerations. During the growth, the strain energy accumulates in
the growing film. At some point, when (i) it is energetically favorable for the film to relax
by forming 3D clusters rather than by forming misfit dislocations and (ii) the strain
energy relieved by forming clusters exceeds the additional surface energy resulting from
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clustering, 3D clusters start forming on 2D WL. This third mode of growth is called
Stranski-Krastanov (S-K).
(a)	 (b)	 (c)
Figure 2.4 Three film growth mode; (a) Frank-van der Merwe (b) Volmer-Weber and
(c) Stranski-Krastanov.
Out of the three basic growth modes of hetero-epitaxial films, the S-K growth
mode is a common method applied for fabrication of high-quality semiconductor 3D
nanostructures, compatible with Si technology. During growth of SiGe on Si, at
temperatures of typically 600-700°C, clusters form without any misfit dislocations after
the first 3-6 monolayers form a WL, i.e., 3D clusters of SiGe grow coherently on the
substrate [15, 16]. The cluster properties such as composition, size, shape and spatial
distributions are varied by the parameters of the deposition process. Moreover, in actual
structures, the size and shape of individual clusters grown together in a structure are
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nonidentical, which is a major drawback of S-K grown clusters. One of the possibilities
to reduce the inhomogeneity of self-assembled SiGe clusters is the fabrication of
multilayer stacks of clusters, where each cluster layer is separated from the previous one
by a separating layer. In this structure, if the separating layer thickness is kept within a
critical thickness, the strain fields of underlying clusters penetrate into the separating
layer and induce stacks of vertically aligned and laterally more homogeneous clusters in
upper layers [17, 18]. More details will be provided in the later section 2.4.2.
2.3 Si/Ge Heterojunction Band Discontinuities
Band discontinuity at the interface of a semiconductor heterojunction is one of crucial
parameters which determine electrical carrier transport property, and it has been a central
problem of Si/SiGe lattice-mismatched heterostructures.
In an ideal case, the conduction band discontinuity ΔEc would be the difference
in electron affinities q(x2- xi), and the valence band discontinuity ΔEv would be found
from ΔEg - DES , which is known as the Anderson's affinity rule [19]. Since bulk Si and
Ge have almost the same electron affinities (χGe = 4.00 eV, χ si = 4.05 eV), the ideal band
alignment would be like the one in Fig. 2.5. However, this approach is appropriate only
under an assumption that the electron affinity of bulk material is a unique and absolute
energy reference which is not affected by its surface properties, especially by the
interface structures [20, 21].
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Figure 2.5 Schematic band alignment diagram of Si/Ge heterojunction by Anderson's
rule.
The lattice constants of the pure elements Si and Ge are mismatched by 4.2 %,
aGe=5.66 A and ash 5.43 A on (001) surface, and it has been impossible to fabricate
abrupt Ge/Si heterojunctions without misfit defect generation [22]. The lattice mismatch,
however, can also be accommodated by lattice strain. Earlier measurements and
theoretical calculations confirmed that the energy band lineups at the Si/Ge interfaces are
dependent on the interface properties, and also upon the strain conditions in the materials
[20, 23, 24, 25, 26].
The experimental energy band gap variations of tetragonal-strained Si1-xGex layer
are well described by theoretical calculations using deformation potential theory [27, 28].
In addition, the expected valence band offsets for a strained Si1-xG ex layer grown on (001)
Si1-yGey virtual substrate (unstrained) has been calculated in a good agreement with
experimental results [29, 30]: ΔEVB,av = (x — y) • (0.47 — 0.06y) eV, where ΔEVB,av is
weighted averaged potential of strain-split HH and LH bands.
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According to the study by F. Schaffler [1], there are general features of the Si1-
xGex/Si1-yGey heterojunction band alignment. (i) The valence band maximum always
occurs in the higher Ge content layer. (ii) For x < y the energy band alignment is always
of type-II regardless of x and y. (iii) In the case when x > y for most compositions
practically a flat conduction energy band is expected with the band offset smaller than
±20 meV. In fact, historically, there have been controversies on the type of the energy
band alignment of SiGe alloy layer grown on Si substrate, where the conduction band
alignment is expected to be practically flat with calculated band offset ΔEVB smaller than
several tens meV for a wide range of Ge content [1]. Hence, the accepted energy band
offsets and alignment for such cases are usually based on a consensus derived from the
result of a number of different measurement techniques. Nevertheless, in case when
strained SiGe layers with Ge composition less than 30% are set between unstrained Si
layers, the energy band alignment is accepted as type-I [31].
The understanding of the energy band edge modification in pseudomorphic 2D
SiGe alloy under strain condition provides qualitative insight into the estimation of the
energy band alignments in lower dimensional Si/Ge heterojunction systems such as NWs
and clusters. Both Si and Ge are indirect band gap and have similar valence band
structures but conduction band structures are completely different in k-space. Si has the
six conduction band minima [Δ(6)] about 0.85 of the way along the F and X points
toward [100] direction and Ge has the conduction band minima at the L points (toward
[111] directions) with eight equivalent half valleys or four equivalent full valleys of the
Brillouin zone (Fig. 2.6). In unstrained Si1-xGex alloys, the conduction band is Si-like
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with A(6) between the F and X points of the Brillouin zone up to a Ge content of x=0.85.
For x>0.85, the alloy is Ge-like with conduction band minima at L point (Fig. 2.7) [28].
Figure 2.6 The conduction band valleys of Ge and Si in the Brillouin zone.
The energy band gap of SiGe alloy is strongly affected by strain. Epitaxially
grown SiGe alloy layers on (100) Si substrate are subject to in-plain compressive strain
and the strain can be fully described with two components, a hydrostatic and a uniaxial
strain along [100] growth direction, which cause shifting and degeneracy splitting of
energy band edges, respectively. Since the average energy band is unaffected by the
uniaxial strain, the split Δ(2) and Δ(4) bands shift in opposite directions with the Δ(2)
level moving by twice the amount of the Δ(4) band. As also shown in Fig. 2.7, taking the
strain effect into account, the lowest conduction band of the strained SiGe layer is Si-like
(i.e., conduction band minimum is formed at Δ) for whole range of x. More generally, for
pseudomorphic Si1-xG ex layer grown on (100) unstrained Si1-yGey substrate, the
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fundamental band gap is formed between Δ(2) (in the [100] direction) and light hole (LH)
for tensilely strained Si1-xGex and Δ(4) (within the layer plane) and heavy hole (HH) for
compressively strained Si 1-xGex.
Ge content x (%)
Figure 2.7 Indirect energy band gap of coherently strained bulk Si1-xGex alloys for
growth on (100) Si substrates [28].
A qualitative approach using the above-mentioned deformation-potential theory
can be made for energy band alignment expectation of S-K SiGe clusters embedded into
Si matrix. Since the growth mode is strain-induced and the cluster formation is a result of
elastic relaxation, Si above and below the elastically relaxed SiGe clusters exhibit tensile
strain. As has been mentioned previously, in tensile strained Si, the two fold degenerate
Δ(2) valleys of the conduction band is downshifted. For S-K Si/SiGe cluster
nanostructures, it has been shown that this splitting energy is significant compared to that
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in the 2D structures [32]. This result in a clear type-II band alignment with significant
offset in both bands at the interface between the SiGe clusters and the surrounding Si (Fig.
2.8) [33, 34]. As an another approach, the energy band alignment of S-K SiGe in this
condition can be thought of as being analogous to the case where Si layer is grown on a
SiGe substrate, which is type-II.
Figure 2.8 Schematic energy band alignment diagram of S-K Si/SiGe clusters.
In a 1D NW system, because of a small NW diameter, the stress from the
mismatch can relax without creating defects at the interface. That is, the efficient strain
relaxation occurs through the open side surface in the NW geometry. This may introduce
an additional benefit, which is the advantageous condition for combining highly
mismatched materials such as pure Si and Ge. However, to the best of knowledge, there
has been no experimental or theoretical report on the band lineups of Ge NW grown on Si
substrate.
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2.4 Characterizations and Properties of Low-dimensional Nanostructures
2.4.1 Properties of Nanowires
Mostly, structural characterizations of NWs are performed by a combination of scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and electron diffraction (ED). While TEM and SEM provide actual image of
structure, XRD and ED helps quantitative analysis of it. Through structural
characterization, it is also possible to investigate the growth mechanism.
Figure 2.9 (a) and (b) show a high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) image of a Si NW and a SEM image of a Ge NW grown by VLS, respectively.
Straight NWs show high crystallinity. It is also seen that the outer layer of Si NW is
surrounded with native amorphous SiO2; an oxide layer is characteristic of Si NWs and
Ge NWs.
Figure 2.9 (a) HRTEM image of a portion of Si NW [12] and (b) SEM image of a Ge
NW [35].
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Sometimes, amorphous worm-like NWs or 3D nanorods structure are formed at
different growth conditions. When source gas decomposition and diffusive transport of it
through or on the catalyst particle is very fast, then the transport supplies source material
at a higher rate than the crystallization rate for a given diameter, resulting in amorphous
NWs [12]. A TEM image of an Au-catalyzed Si NW grown by plasma enhanced CVD
shows that increased growth rate, in radio-frequency plasma, causes amorphous growth
(Fig. 2.10a). However, 3D nanorods can form instead of NW when the decomposition is
faster than transport, as was already mentioned at section 2.1, or the diffused material can
not effectively surmount chemical potential barrier at the liquid eutectic-solid interface
(the energy barrier for nucleation and for growth of NWs). In VLS this barrier provides
rate limiting step for NW solidification, e.g., due to a low source gas pressure (Fig.
2.10b) [36].
Figure 2.10 (a) TEM image of a amorphous Si NW [12] and (b) SEM image of Ge
nanorods [36].
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Defects in the highly crystalline NW are likely to create different crystal planes
during growth, causing the shape of wire kinked [11, 35]. Kinks can be observed at sharp
angles in NWs. These kinks are likely to be related to dislocation defect. Tang et al. [35]
explained the origin of kinks by twin dislocation formation during the growth (Fig. 2.11a
and b). In their theory, twin dislocation defect form due to lattice mismatch between
catalyzing islands and NWs. Figure 2.11 (b) is TEM image of Si NW grown by
molecular beam epitaxy using TiSi2 catalyst and Si2H 6 gas source. The growth process
can be explained by VLS except for the situation where the catalyzing islands remain in
solid state during the growth different from VLS situation wherein they are in the liquid
state, reducing the stress at the island-Si interface. The strain from the lattice mismatch of
—6 % between Si NW and TiSi2 island forms a twin crystal during the growth, which
dominates the growth direction resulting in formation of kinks.
Figure 2.11 (a) shows a Si NW growing toward the right-hand side, in which a
twin crystal is starting to develop at its lower edge and a highly defected Si crystal
containing stacking faults is being formed at the upper edge. At initial stage, the lattice
stress at the interface between TiSi2 islands and Si causes the Shockley partial dislocation
at the edge of TiSi2 islands, where the stress is highest and the starting of dislocation is
easiest, and then, it glides along Si {111} planes. As the partial dislocation glides through
every parallel { 111 } plane, a twin crystal forms; otherwise, a highly defective crystal full
of stacking faults forms. After the twin is formed, it grows along with the NW. When the
twin is large enough to dominate the growth, the wire growth changes to a new direction
dominated by the twin crystal, resulting in a kink. The twinning process can happen
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several times during the NW growth. Therefore, the NW can change growth direction
several times, resulting in many twinned regions in the NWs.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11 TEM image of Si NWs containing twin crystals. (a) A short Si NW and (b)
Si NW with a kink. In (b), the insets are the enlarged Si crystal image at position 1, 2, and
3. The white lines corresponds to (111) planes. Si lattice at 1 is twin to that at 2, which is
twin to that at position 3 [35].
Compared to electron microscopy, X-ray and electron diffraction can give
complementary quantitative information about the structure. Diffraction technique is the
method that permits the direct identification of any crystalline material based on their
unique crystal structure.
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In X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique, the intensity of the diffracted X-rays is
measured as a function of the diffraction angle, and the material's orientation. Electron
diffraction (ED) technique enables the patterns to be directly observed on the viewing
screen of the electron microscope since the diffracted electron beams have a high
intensity and exposure times are in the order of a few seconds. Furthermore, diffraction
patterns can be obtained from very small crystals selected with an aperture (Selected
Area Electron Diffraction or SAED), and even from nm-sized regions by a focused
electron beam (Convergent Beam Electron Diffraction or CBED).
Figure 2.12 shows SAED pattern and XRD spectrum of Si NWs arrays
synthesized by CVD template method with an alumina template [37]. A single Si NW is
taken for SAED. It can be seen that the diffraction spots are organized in a precise
hexagon or parallelogram, indicating that the diamond lattice structure of bulk Si is
preserved in the Si NWs. The pattern shows that the Si NW is a single crystal. From the
XRD results, the arrays of Si NWs show a polycrystalline structure and the result
conflicts with the SAED data above. Considering averaging nature of the XRD pattern
and the diffraction pattern of different grains indicate different orientations, it can be
proposed that the individual Si NW is essentially single crystal and Si NWs in an array
have a different crystal orientation.
Raman scattering and photoluminescence (PL) measurements are usually done for
optical characterization of NWs. Intensity and emission peaks in measured spectra give
direct information about the material properties. Raman peaks of well-defined phonons in
a single crystal semiconductor are very sharp. Raman spectroscopy is a suitable tool for
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investigating the phonon confinement effect of nanomaterials. The peak position shift,
broadening, and asymmetry of the Raman bands are characteristic of NWs [38, 39].
Figure 2.12 (a) SAED pattern of a single Si NW and (b) XRD spectrum of Si NW
arrays [37].
The small physical dimension of the crystalline NWs leads to a downshift and
broadening of the first-order Raman line through a relaxation of size-dependent
momentum vector selection rule [39, 40]. Because NWs are only two-dimensionally
confined crystals, there is a momentum along their axis direction. Hence, the zone-
center phonons allow for the Raman scattering to occur at the original peak position.
However, in the direction perpendicular to the axis of NWs, nonzero k phonon dispersion
may participate in Raman scattering and lead to both a peak broadening and an extension
of the Raman peak towards low frequencies. Raman scattering is very sensitive to the
lattice structure and crystal symmetry of microcrystalline materials. When the core
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diameter of a NW is small, the Raman peak width increases and becomes more
asymmetric with an extended tail at low frequencies.
Figure 2.13 (a) shows Raman spectra of bulk Ge and Ge NWs measured by Zhang
et al [40]. The first-order Raman peak in bulk Ge at 298.5 cm -¹  is symmetric with a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 7 cm -¹ . Raman scattering from the Ge NW sample
with diameters of 3683 nm shows a peak at 298.5 cm -¹ that is slightly broadened (a
FWHM of 10 cm-¹) and asymmetric. Raman peak of Ge NWs with diameters ranging
from 12 to 28 nm is peaked at 293 cm -¹ , asymmetric with a FWHM of 21 cm-¹ and has an
extended tail at low frequencies.
Figure 2.13 (b) shows Raman spectrum of Si NWs on Si substrates prepared by
Lu et al [37]. The peak located at —513 cm-¹ is originated from the scattering of the first
order transverse optical phonon mode (TO) of Si, which corresponds to the TO mode
peak of Si, 520 cm -¹ [39]. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the TO mode is
broadened to —18 cm-¹ from the typical value 3-5 cm -¹ of bulk Si [41]. They ascribed the
downshift and larger FWHM to the quantum confinement effect caused by the small
diameters, unique shapes and high surface-to-volume ratio of Si NWs. In addition, there
are two broad peaks at —286 cm-¹ and 920 cm-¹ , which are due to the scattering of the
second order transverse acoustic phonon mode (2TA) and the second order optical
phonon mode (2TO), respectively. It is also found that the two broad peaks are down-
shifted from the value —300 cm -¹ and 970 cm-¹ and their relative intensities increase as




Figure 2.13 Raman spectra of (a) C) bulk Ge and Ge N Ws with diameters of 2 36-83
nm and 3 12-28 nm [40] and (b) Si NWs [37].
A typical low-temperature PL spectrum from a Si crystal containing low
concentration of phosphorus atoms is shown in Fig. 2.14, which consists of the
bound-exciton no-phonon (NP) transition and their phonon replicas, TA and TO, at lower
photon energies [42]. Due to the indirect nature, the radiative recombination of electron-
hole pairs in Si requires creation of a phonon with a certain k value to conserve
momentum. On the other hand, in doped Si, it is possible for the bound electron-hole pair
to recombine without phonon participation because impurity itself transfers the
momentum in NP transition. In general, the NP line is weak and even forbidden in
intrinsic bulk silicon. The intensity ratio of the NP line to the phonon replicas depends
strongly on the binding energy and the type of impurity and is different for materials. In
Si, coupling to TO phonon is strongest followed by the coupling to TA phonons. In Ge,
LA and LO phonon replicas are favored.
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Figure 2.14 Low-temperature PL from Si crystal containing 2><10 14 cm -3 phosphorus
atoms [42]. At the top of each peak, no-phonon transition (NP) and phonon-participating
transition (TA and TO) are specified. 100 Ix, 300 1,t, 450 p, and 1000 ti indicate spectral
resolution gain (slit width).
The PL spectrum modification due to quantum confinement in an undoped Si has
been reported besides those due to phonon assisted excitonic recombination characteristic
for bulk indirect band gap Si (Fig. 2.15a) [43]. Bai et al. observed three emission bands in
the red, green and blue regions from the oxidized Si NWs and found out that as the core
size of Si NWs decreases with additional oxidation time, especially the red peak intensity
increases much faster than the other two (Fig. 2.15). They proposed that the green and
blue bands are attributed to recombination from the defects centers in oxidized layer and
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the quantum confinement results in both the blue shift of the energy gap and a transition
from the indirect towards the direct gap, which in turn dramatically increase the
efficiency and intensity of red PL and cause the blue shift of red PL.
(a)	 (b)
Figure 2.15 (a) PL spectra of Si NWs [43] and (b) ball-milled Si nanocrystals [44]. In
(a), oxidation conditions are CD 900 °C, 30 min; 2 700 °C, 15 min; 3 700 °C, 10 min
and 0 700 °C, 5 min
Figure 2.15 (b) is PL spectra of ball-milled Si nanocrystals (average diameter d =
100 nm) at T-4 K obtained by B.J. Pawlak [44]. Dl in Fig. 2.12b is a band related to
dislocations in Si nanocrystal due to fabrication process. There were some indications of
confinement effect in the investigated silicon nanocrystals. First, the ratio between NP
transition and its replica is significantly different from the ratio usually found for bulk
material. Second, they also found from their experiments that this excitonic lines up-
shifted with diminishing grain diameter, leading to conclusion that these were associated
with band structure perturbation due to size confinement.
Much useful information about NWs such as doping status and transport
mechanism can be obtained by electrical characterization. However, little has been
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reported regarding electrical characterization compared with structural and optical
properties. To date, most of electrical characterizations are performed through the
investigation of single NW.
Figure 2.16 SEM image of three terminal Si single NW device, with the source (S),
gate (G), and drain (D) labeled [45].
Figure 2.16 is an SEM image of a Si NW device produced via VLS growth with
Au particles for the electrical measurement carried out by a group of Chung et al. [45]. A
gate electrode is used to vary the electrostatic potential of a NW while measuring current
versus voltage of the NW. The change in conductance from I-V Curves of Si NW as a
function of gate voltage can be used to distinguish whether a given NW is p-type or n-
type since the conductance will vary oppositely for increasing positive and negative gate
voltage.
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They found out that the NWs were p-doped even before annealing and the
comparison between the devices before and after thermal annealing (as indicated in Fig.
2.17a and b) led them to the conclusion that thermal treatment of the device resulted in
better electrical contacts. The metallic-like I- V curves in Fig. 2.14c show no gate-voltage
effect up to VG=+40 V, indicates that diffusion of dopant atoms from Au contacts heavily
doped the NWs during the thermal treatment; the diffusion coefficient of Au in Si at
750 °C is sufficient to heavily dope the entire wire with Au.
Figure 2.17 Three terminal transport measurement of Si NW device with Al contacts
without annealing (a) and after annealing at 550 °C (b). (c) I- V characteristics of Si NW
with Ti/Au contacts, before (solid line) and after (dashed line) annealing at 750 °C for 1 h
[45].
Because nonlinear I- V curve indicates that metal/NW contact is characterized by a
non-ohmic Schottky barrier, this measurement could not directly give the intrinsic
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resistance of the NW without the knowledge of the contact resistance due to the
metal/NW junction.
The first demonstration of intended and controlled doping of Si NWs and the
characterization of the electrical properties of these doped NWs was achieved by Cui et al.
[46]. They doped Si NW during the growth by incorporating dopants in the reactant flow
and their estimates of the carrier mobility made from gate-dependent transport
measurements were consistent with diffusive transport and showed an indication of
reduced mobility in smaller diameter wires due to the enhanced scattering in the smaller
diameter NWs.
Figure 2.18 (a) I- V curves of Ge NWs at different temperatures and (b) Linear
resistance dependence on the temperature, where diamonds are experimental data and the
solid line is the fitting curve according to the thermal fluctuation-induced model [3].
Temperature dependent scanning of resistance of individual NW also can be used
for the study of transport mechanism. Figure 2.18 (a) and (b) are the I- V curves and
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temperature dependent resistance curve measured on individual Ge NWs grown by Au-
catalyst particle with Au contacts [3].
At temperatures higher than 100 K, linear current dependence on voltage indicates
ohmic contacts between Ge NW and Au contacts. From the temperature dependence of
the linear resistance at small bias voltage (Fig. 2.18b), Gu et al. found out that the
resistance data could be fitted well with the fluctuation-induced tunneling model in
heavily doped Ge NWs with Au atoms which could serve as both p-type and n-type
dopants in Ge NWs.
2.4.2 Properties of S-K Si/SiGe Clusters
Si/SiGe nanostructures grown via S-K growth mode have been characterized mainly by
structural and optical spectroscopy. The original reports on the structures SiGe clusters
without dislocations on (100) Si were in the early 1990s [47, 48], and since then
considerable work has been done with respect to their growth and structural investigation
in the initial period, which now moved toward the study of their optical properties and
applications. The optoelectronic properties of SiGe clusters strongly depend on their
morphology, strain and compositional profiles, and accurate control of those is crucial for
applications.
Figure 2.19 shows structures of SiGe clusters grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) [49]. TEM and AFM allow the assessment of the cluster's size, shape, and
distribution. During epitaxial growth, as Ge coverage increases, clusters initially form
square or rectangular pyramid bounded by { 105} facets, and then, further Ge coverage
leads to formation of multi-faceted large dome clusters [50]. The shape transition is
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suggested to be caused by the difference in the volume dependence of the energy of the
surfaces, edges, and interfaces of the pyramids and domes. Depending on growth
conditions, co-existence of pyramidal- and dome-shaped clusters is also observed as
shown in Fig. 2.19c [50, 51].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.19 TEM images of (a) SiGe dome cluster and (b) a pyramid cluster formed on
(100) Si and (c) AFM image of the surface of Ge clusters on (100) Si showing the co-
existence of pyramidal- and dome-shaped clusters [49, 52].
Examples of MBE and CVD grown Si/SiGe clusters SL are shown in Fig. 2.20.
Si/SiGe SL grown by MBE shows extremely regular stacks of SiGe clusters layers. In
these structures, lattice mismatch between the two materials causes a lateral expansion in
the Si surface above the SiGe clusters. This locally reduces the misfit to the following
SiGe layer and causes the clusters of the next SiGe layer to be formed right above the
buried clusters on the previous SiGe layer. The vertical alignments can be maintained
within a critical separating layer thickness, which depends on the growth methods and
conditions [52]. In many publications a WL thickness decrease accompanied by an
additional cluster size increase in the upper layers due to these strain fields has been
observed when the separating layers are thinner than a certain value [17, 18, 52]. Thus,
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careful choice of separating layer thickness might be necessary within these two
limitations for the fabrication of more regular stacks of clusters layers.
Different interface morphology is observed in cluster SL prepared by CVD as can
be seen in Fig. 2.17b. Most likely due to the lower temperature used in CVD and
conformal nature of the growth, although the structure exhibits waviness similar to MBE
case, thickness variations is small and the separating layer is not observed to be planar
[52].
(a)	 (b)
Figure 2.20 TEM cross section images of cluster SL grown by (a) MBE (Si/ Si0.54Ge0.46
SL grown at 650 °C) and (b) CVD (Si/Si0.4Ge0.6 SL grown at 525 °C) [52].
For the investigation of optical properties of SiGe clusters, PL technique is
typically used. Both Si and Ge are indirect band gap materials and in optical transitions,
phonons are required for momentum conservation. On the contrary, in SiGe alloys, direct
optical transitions are observed due to the broken lattice symmetry [53]. Moreover, in
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SiGe quantum structures such as quantum wells (QWs) and S-K SiGe clusters, the spatial
confinement of the carriers spreads the wave functions in k-space and, thus, increases the
probability of direct optical transitions [54, 55]. It has also been proposed and
demonstrated that zone-folding effect creates a quasi direct gap in Si/Ge ultra thin layer
superlattices [56, 57, 58].
Compared to SiGe planar QW structures, SiGe cluster structure makes it possible
to access to much lower energy transitions of carriers. A planar pseudomorphic SiGe
layer can only be grown up to a certain critical thickness, which limits the access to low
energies for SiGe QW due to confinement shift. However, in S-K grown SiGe clusters,
the height of SiGe clusters and higher composition of Ge reduce the energy transition gap.
Other advantages over planar QW structures for optoelectronic device applications
include enhancement of light emission and absorption due to three-dimensional spatial
carrier localization [59]. The stronger spatial carrier localization causes more effective
spread and overlap of hole and electron wave functions in k-space.
Figure 2.21 shows an example of PL spectra measured by Wan et al. with SiGe
clusters SL grown by MBE [60]. Apart from the PL peaks of Si, the spectrum consists of
two separate PL components, that are typical for SiGe WL and SiGe clusters,
respectively. Two main peaks located at 1007 and 949 meV are attributed to the WL no-
phonon (NPWL) transition and its transverse-optical (TO WL) assisted transitions.
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Energy (eV)
Figure 2.21 PL spectra of SiGe clusters SL with ten layers of SiGe clusters under
different excitation power levels measured at 4.5 K. The TO and NP PL lines originating
from the first WL and the upper WL are indicated by TOWLI, NPWLI , TOWL, and NPWL ,
respectively. The PL band from the clusters could be deconvoluted into two Gaussian
line-shaped peaks which are indicated by TOLD and NPR), respectively [60].
The energy difference between WL TO and NP lines is 58 meV, which corresponds to
the Si-Si optical phonon energy in Si. The broad band in lower energy range is assigned
to PL from SiGe clusters. The optical transitions in SiGe clusters are spatially indirect
since the holes are confined in valence band of the clusters while electrons are localized
outside of the clusters. The probability for this transition increases with the magnitude of
the overlap of the electron/hole wave functions leaking into the potential barriers. The
broad features in cluster related PL is attributed to inhomogeneous broadening of the
energy levels of clusters system due to a non-uniform distribution of the size and shape of
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individual clusters [61]. Additionally, the origin of these two peaks might be attributed to
either a bimodal distribution of pyramid- and dome-shaped clusters or the NP transition
and TO replica of the SiGe clusters [60].
There are also some studies by electrical methods such as capacitance-voltage,
deep level transient spectroscopy and admittance spectroscopy focusing on the energy
levels in Si/SiGe clusters structures [62, 63, 64]. Those studies revealed the discrete
energy states due to confinement effect in the clusters as well as type-II heterostructure
where holes and electrons are localized on different sides of the heterointerface. Electrons




Ge NWs/Si substrate heterojunction samples for this study were grown via the VLS
technique using low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). The samples were
prepared on (100) n+ and (111) p+ Si substrates and found to have different structural
[10] and optical [5] properties, which will be described in the first section of this chapter.
Si/SiGe clusters SL samples were also grown by CVD or MBE and the details on sample
structures are dealt with in the following section.
Measurements on NWs were carried out by preparing contacts on the samples,
and direct current-voltage (I- V) measurement at different sample temperatures and AC
admittance spectroscopy were applied for the electrical characterization of Ge NWs/Si
substrate heterojunctions.
For Si/SiGe clusters SL samples, which were grown by CVD or MBE with
different structural parameters (i.e., different Si separating layer thicknesses or SiGe
clusters sizes), electrical and optical measurements were performed. For the electrical
measurements, a scanning-tunneling-microscope (STM) was used to investigate local
carrier vertical transport in Si/SiGe clusters SL. Optical properties of the samples were
studied using PL techniques. PL spectra were measured using a CW Ar + laser at different
excitation intensity and temperatures. PL dynamics under Q-switched neodymium doped
yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) pulse laser excitation were also studied. Detailed
measurement setup including apparatus arrangement, experimental procedure and
specifications will be described in this chapter.
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3.1 Samples and Contacts
The descriptions on the sample growth, known properties of Ge NW/Si substrate
heterostructure samples in the following sections refer to the previous publications [5, 10].
The NW samples have been grown and structurally characterized using SEM/TEM by a
research collaboration group in Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, California. Optical
measurements using Raman scattering and PL have been conducted by Kamenev et al. at
NJIT.
The Si/SiGe clusters SL samples have been grown using CVD in the above-
mentioned group in Hewlett-Packard Laboratories or using MBE by another
collaboration group in Institute for Microstructural Sciences, National Research Council,
Canada.
3.1.1 Ge Nanowires/Si Substrate Samples
CVD by Au-catalyzed decomposition of GeH4, has been used to grow Ge NWs on single
crystal silicon. First, 20-nm-diamter nanoparticles as catalyst were deposited by
dispersion of Au aqueous suspension onto cleaned (100) n+ and (111)p+ Si substrates and
subsequent drying. The density of nanoparticles in aqueous suspension was 7 x 10 11/mL.
The suspension contained less than 0.01 % of HAuC14. Substrate cleaning via 5%
HF/H2O was performed before the deposition of Au particles to remove surface oxide
layer and obtain H-termination accompanied by minimal deionized water rinsing; it is
known that the NWs direction loses preferential orientation during the growth due to the
high growth rate and the oxide layer screening the substrate orientation [12].
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After inserting the substrates into the lamp-heated CVD reactor, they were
annealed at —650 °C in H2 at a pressure of 12.6 kPa for 10 min to remove surface
contamination from the nanoparticles and to enhance contact to the Si substrates, which
would contribute to the NWs adopting the orientation of the substrates during the growth.
Then GeH4 was introduced into the chamber after temperature was reduced to 320°C.
The length of the grown Ge NWs increased approximately linearly with the deposition
time. The typical diameter of the wires were 40 nm and the samples were prepared with
different length of 360, 710, and 1400 nm, which depended on the deposition time 9, 18,
and 36 minutes, respectively. Finally, the samples were cooled in H2 and then N2 to < 200
°C to minimize oxidation of the wire surface.
Figure 3.1 shows SEM image of the as-grown Ge NWs, where both the Ge NWs
on (100) and (111) oriented Si wafers have the same <111> preferential growth direction,
i.e., on (100) n' Si substrate, most of NWs grow at an angle of —55° to the substrate
(Figure 3.1 is a view in a <110> direction which is perpendicular to Si substrate normal),
which corresponds to <111> direction, and on (111) p+ Si substrate, they grow in the
direction perpendicular to the substrate, in the same <111> direction. The preferential




Figure 3.1 SEM image of Ge NWs (a) on (100) n+ Si substrate and (b) on (111) p+ Si
substrate [10].
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By optical characterization of the Ge NWs on Si substrate, additional information
was obtained. Raman and low temperature PL spectra of Ge NWs on Si substrate are
shown in Fig. 3.2a and b, respectively.
In the Raman spectrum of Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate, there are only two
clear Raman peaks originated from Si substrate and Ge NWs, respectively; Si-Si
vibrations at —520 cm-¹ and Ge-Ge vibrations at —300 cm -¹ . Fully symmetric and narrow
FWHM of —6 cm-¹ , which is comparable with that of the bulk Ge, provides an additional
proof that Ge NWs are unstrained and have high crystalline quality. Moreover, absence
of Si-Ge vibration implies that Ge NWs/Si substrate interface region is very thin. With
the Ge NWs samples grown on (111)p+ Si substrate, very similar spectra were obtained.
The main PL spectrum peak, TO of Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si substrate, which
originates at the Ge NWs/Si substrate interface other than Ge NW volume or Si substrate
[5], is red-shifted and broader compared to the PL spectrum from NWs grown on (100)
substrates. This indicates that the intermixing at the base of NW is more efficient in
samples grown on (111) substrate; Kamenev et al. attributed it to the difference of initial
stage of NW growth due to the crystallographic orientation and possible differences in
strain resulting from the differently oriented substrates.
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Figure 3.2 (a) Raman spectrum of the Ge NWs with an estimated NW length of 360
nm grown on a (111) p+ Si substrate and (b) Low temperature PL spectra of c-Si, Ge
NWs grown on (100) nand (111)p+ Si substrates [5].
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3.1.2 Si/SiGe Cluster Superlattice Samples
The Si/SiGe clusters SL samples were grown by CVD or MBE. The samples structures
consist of multiple layers of Si separating layer and SiGe clusters with different layer
thicknesses and SiGe clusters sizes. The details are provided in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Structural data of Si/SiGe clusters SL samples; number of periods N; SiGe
clusters heights dSiGe; Si separating layer thickness dsi.
The CVD samples were prepared in a load-locked, single-wafer, lamp-heated
CVD reactor in a H2 ambient. The Si substrates were 15-25 Ω·cm Si (100) wafers, on
which an undoped Si buffer layer was grown. The Ge was deposited at 600 °C using
Gent in H2, with a total reactor pressure of 1.33 kPa. The Si separating layers were
deposited at 600 °C using SiH4, and each Si separating layer was 7.5-20 nm thick. Ten-
pairs of Ge/Si layers were deposited. The Ge deposition rate was —6 eq.-ML/min for 1
min to form well-defined pyramid-shape SiGe clusters with typical base lengths of —30-
70 nm and heights of —3-7 nm.
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The two MBE samples (1831 and 1813) studied in this work were grown in a VG
Semicon V80 system using a methodology described in detail elsewhere [65, 66]. The
substrates were lightly p-doped 10 Ω·cm Si (100) wafers. The sample 1831, grown at
temperature T-650 °C, consists of 10 period Si/Si 1-xGex multiple layers with x-0.55 close
to the middle of the SiGe clusters, and the sample 1813, grown at T-625 °C, consists of
10 periods of Si1-xGex (x-0.53). TEM studies (Fig. 3.3) have shown that the Si/SiGe
multilayers exhibit SiGe clusters vertical alignment [67]. The SiGe clusters height and Si
separating layer thickness were kept constant throughout the entire multilayer structure.
In addition, X-ray reflection and Raman measurements indicated that samples had
chemically abrupt interfaces between the SiGe clusters and the Si separating layers [68].
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Figure 3.3 TEM images of MBE-grown Si/SiGe clusters SL samples: (a) sample 1813
and (b) sample 1831.
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3.1.3 Contact Fabrication
Conventionally, the electrical studies of semiconductor NW have been focused on carrier
transport in the NW rather than the electrical connection between the grown NW and the
underlying substrate. Moreover, little information is available in case of lattice
mismatched semiconductor NWs (e.g., Ge NWs) grown on Si platform. In this study, the
electrical measurements were performed with two contacts fabricated on tips of Ge NWs
and on back side of Si substrate. Thereby, carrier transport in Ge NW/Si substrate
heterostructures with different types of Si substrate doping was investigated.
As a back side contact, indium was pressed onto the bottom of Si substrate. The
indium contact has the advantage of being chemically stable once placed and robust to
attachment of wires for electrical measurement.
Top contacts were made with different configurations. A graphite or metal
contact was used for each configuration. For the measurement of 1400 nm-long Ge NWs
on (100) n+ Si substrate, two samples were prepared by fabricating different contacts on
Ge NWs: one sample with metal contact which penetrates presumably toward the Ge
NWs/Si substrate heterojunction interface and the other with a graphite contact on the
tips of Ge NWs (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 Schematic representations of the samples with contacts: (a) Wood's alloy
contact and (b) graphite contact configuration on Ge NWs/Si substrate samples and (c)
Wood's alloy contact configuration on Si/SiGe clusters SL sample.
The metal contact was fabricated by soldering Wood's alloy on the Ge NWs at
low temperature. Wood's alloy is composed of bismuth, lead, tin, and cadmium, and the
melting point is about 70 °C. In addition, it was necessary to guarantee the wood's alloy
not to make a direct contact on Si substrate. A reference contact was made with Wood's
alloy on the top of substrate for this purpose. By observing quite a different /IV
characteristic from the measurement with the reference contact, compared to that with the
Wood's alloy contact on top of Ge NWs, a successful contact fabrication was confirmed.
The graphite contact was achieved by locating a sharp graphite tip on the Ge NWs.
Two more samples were prepared with graphite contacts on 360 nm-long Ge NWs
on (111)p+ Si substrate and the same length Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate.
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For electroluminescence (EL) measurements, a CVD-grown Si/SiGe clusters SL
sample (sample 991) was prepared with Au contacts on the surface with diameter of —1
mm. Au was thermally evaporated through a metal shadow mask (Fig. 3.3c).
3.2 Measurements Setup and Procedures
3.2.1 Electrical Measurements
The arrangement of experimental apparatuses used for electrical measurements on Ge
NW/Si substrates samples is shown in Fig. 3.5. The samples were placed in a sample
holder with a cold finger inside a He closed-cycle cryostat and the sample temperature
was controlled between 8 and 300 K. The cryostat chamber is equipped with two copper
wires for sample biasing.
A He-Ne laser (633 nm, 5 mW) was used for sample photoexcitation in the
electrical measurements. The laser beam was focused and guided with several lenses and
mirrors to the sample through one of the cryostat windows (Fig. 3.5).
An electrometer (Keithley 6517A), which can generate DC source voltage, was
used for the I- V measurement. The admittance data were measured by an impedance
analyzer (HP 4192A). The impedance analyzer was operated in self-scanning mode under
the control of a personal computer (PC).
A LabVIEW program developed for the electrometer and the impedance analyzer
was used for all data acquisition and measurement control. Both I- V and admittance data
were collected and recorded to PC and all the specifications of measurement, such as
applied voltage and frequency range, sweeping interval during frequency and voltage
scanning measurement, and oscillation level, was controlled by this program.
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Figure 3.5 Apparatus setup for electrical measurements.
During admittance measurement, parallel conductance and capacitance of the
sample were measured by selecting corresponding circuit mode in the LabVIEW program
window between series R and X (impedance) mode and parallel G and C (admittance)
mode. For each sample, conductance and capacitance as a function of bias voltage (G-V
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and C- V) at a number of fixed frequencies were measured as well as conductance and
capacitance as a function of frequency (G-f and C-f) at several fixed bias voltage. G-V
and C-V scanning (In LabVIEW program, it is represented as voltage sweep mode) can
be performed simultaneously at each selected fixed frequency and the same are G-f and
C-f at each bias voltage (frequency sweep mode). At each scanning, the same
measurements with sample illumination were also carried out. During the voltage
scanning, frequency was sweeping up with logarithmical intervals between 5 Hz to 1.3
MHz automatically, where 130 points were selected, and for frequency scanning, voltage
step was set to 10 mV. Oscillation level of source voltage was set to 30 mV.
For the electrical measurements on Si/SiGe clusters SL samples, a
scanning- tunneling-microscope (STM) (attocube attoSTM-I) equipped with a liquid bath cryostat
was used. The measurements were carried out at T=77 K by filling the bath with liquid
nitrogen. After STM tip (cut Pt0.9Ir0.1 tip) automatic approach on the sample surface, I-V
characteristics were measured using 'bias spectroscopy mode' offered by the system
software. The I-V characteristics were spatially mapped by positioning the tip at local
points 50 nm apart in x or y directions (parallel to the sample surface) as is schematically
shown in Fig. 3.6. The I-V curve was scanned in a voltage range from -6 to 4V.
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Figure 3.6 A schematic illustration of /- V mapping points.
3.2.2 Optical measurements
Figure 3.7 shows apparatus configuration used for PL measurements. For CW PL
measurements, an Ar+ laser (100 mW) was used for sample excitation. The laser can
produce wavelengths of 514, 488, 457 nm and a multi-line as well. The excitation was in
most case a multi-line modulated between -1 00-200 Hz by a mechanical chopper, and
the intensity varied from 0.1 to 10 W/cm2 . The PL signal from the sample was collected
with two consecutive lenses placed along an optical path from a side window of the
cryostat to a 0.5 m monochromator with single grating (Acton Research), where the
signal was dispersed with spectral resolution of —1 meV. The dispersed signal was
detected by an air-cooled InGaAs photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu) using a
standard lock-in technique in the spectral range 0.9-1.6 pm. During the measurements the
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sample was kept in a closed-cycle He cryostat and the temperature was controlled
between 8 and 300 K. The acquisition of spectra was controlled by a personal computer.
Figure 3.7 Apparatus setup for optical measurements.
For PL measurements under a pulsed laser excitation, a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser (Quentel) was used as an excitation source. The laser generates 6 ns duration pulse
with a controllable repetition rate <20 Hz. The excitation wavelength was 532 nm using a
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second harmonic generator. The laser pulse energy was attenuated using neutral density
filters from 0.1 mJ/cm ² to 10 mJ/cm² . In PL decay measurements, the signal from the
PMT was averaged over 1000 sweep with a 500 MHz digital oscilloscope (Lecroy). The
detection time resolution was several nanosecond: the rise time of PMT was —1 ns.
CHAPTER 4
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Ge Nanowires/Si Substrate Heterostructures
As discussed in section 3.1.1, the previous optical studies on the samples have shown
abrupt interfaces with a very thin Ge-Si transition layer, most likely due to the high
growth rate and relatively low temperature of the VLS growth [5]. Here, a study of
carrier transport in Ge NW/Si substrate heterostructures with different (p+ and n+) types
of Si substrate doping is presented.
Initially, in this study, electrical measurements with respect to DC and AC
conductivity were performed at room temperature on different length Ge NWs samples
using graphite contacts on the tips of the NWs. After these measurements, the
experimental focus was directed to the interfaces at Ge NWs and Si substrate
heterojunctions, and the samples with the same length Ge NWs on different types of Si
substrates were explored using metal contacts on the Ge NWs. /-V temperature
dependences of the samples were investigated. During the measurements, interestingly,
current instabilities and negative differential photoconductivity were observed in the
sample with (111) p+ Si substrate. The experimental results are explained using a model




4.1.1 Room Temperature DC Conductivity
At room temperature, diode-like rectifying I- V characteristics are found in samples of Ge
NWs on (100) n+ Si substrates under dark and photoexcitation (using He-Ne laser at 633
nm, 0.1 W/cm² intensity) as shown in Fig. 4.1a and b.
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Figure 4.1 I- V data for samples of (a) 1400 nm Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate, (b)
710 nm Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate and (c) 1400 nm Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si
substrate with graphite contacts. I-V data measured using a graphite tip touching Si




A nearly parallel shift of I-V curves under photoexcitation is attributed to
photocharging. The observed shifts of I-V curves are greater for longer Ge NWs,
indicating that the charging in part can be associated with Ge NWs surfaces (presumably
covered by Ge oxide). Samples of Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si substrate exhibit a larger
conductance but no photosensitivity is found under the same illumination conditions (Fig.
4.1c).
4.1.2 Room Temperature AC Conductivity
AC conductance G was measured as a function of AC signal frequency w for samples
with graphite contacts, and it shows several regions with different frequency
dependencies. Figure 4.2 shows the data for the samples of Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si
substrates. Several types of G(ω) dependencies are observed: (i) the AC conductance is
frequency independent at low frequencies (up to 1 kHz), (ii) from 1 kHz to 30 kHz, the
AC conductance frequency dependence follows a power law G~ωS  with the power s0.35
for shorter and s0.45 longer Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si, (iii) the AC conductance is
frequency independent from 30 kHz to 1 MHz, (iv) it again follows the power law with s
—1, most likely due to a high-frequency contribution from space charge region in Ge
NWs/Si substrate heterointerface. The observed power law in conductivity frequency
dependence at relatively low frequencies is attributed to carrier hopping processes where
carriers are localized on energy levels associated with structural defects within Ge NWs.
The AC conductivity due to electron hopping between localized centers is known to have
a similar dependence σAC(ω)=AωS [69], where A is a constant which depends on
temperature, co is the angular frequency of the signal and s is generally <1.
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The observed AC conductivity and photoconductivity in the samples of Ge NWs
on (100) n+ Si substrates show similar frequency dependencies. Strong photosensitivity
of Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate samples is accompanied by insignificant frequency
dependence (Fig. 4.2c).
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Figure 4.2 Conductance curves of (a) 1400 nm Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si substrate, (b)
710 nm Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si substrate and (c) 1400 nm Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si
substrate as a function of frequency (All the samples with graphite tip contacts).
Figure 4.2 (continued)
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The electrical properties of Ge NWs/Si substrate interface were investigated by
measurements using samples of Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate with metal contacts.
The observed significant frequency and voltage dependencies of conductance show a
rectifying behavior, similar to a semiconductor heterojunction (Fig. 4.3).
The G-V data for a sample with a metal contact are consistent with the I-V
measurements, and the G-V curves well correlate I- V curves at corresponding bias
voltages (not shown). In addition, a large difference (—one order of magnitude) is found
between the sample conductance under reverse bias measured under illumination and in
the dark. Also, as it is shown in G(w) dependencies, by increasing reverse bias and
applying photoexcitation, frequency dependence of the junction conductance is decreased.
This junction behavior is due to a wider space-charge region and higher concentration of
photocarriers at Ge NWs/(100) n+ Si interface.
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Figure 4.3 Conductance curves of 1400 nm Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate with
metal contact as a function of (a) bias voltage and (b) frequency.
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4.1.3 DC Conductivity Temperature Dependence
Two samples were prepared with 1400 nm length Ge NWs on (111) p+ Si substrate and
those grown on (100) n+ Si substrate with metal contacts. All the measurements were
performed in the temperature range from 38 to 280 K, and a He-Ne red laser was used for
photoconductivity measurements. Figure 4.4 shows the I- V curves measured on Ge
NWs/(111) p+ Si substrate in semi-logarithmic and double logarithmic scales.
At forward bias <1 V and low temperatures (T<200 K), a superlinear I- V
dependence (Fig. 4.4a and b) is found. At temperature 75250 K, very similar and nearly
ohmic behavior is found for both, forward and reverse biases. Interestingly, at forward
bias V < 0.1 V, current increases as temperature increases while at V-1 V, an increase in
temperature results in a small current reduction. This behavior indicates a metal-like
conductivity with a stronger carrier mobility temperature dependence compared to
temperature dependence of carrier concentration. No photoconductivity has been found in
these samples as can be seen in Fig. 4.4a.
Figure 4.5 shows I-V curves measured on Ge NWs on (100) n+ Si substrate, which
are characteristic of a heterojunction diode with rectifying behavior.
In contrast to the previous sample, Ge NW/n + Si samples show drastically
different I- V data. At temperatures T>250 K, we observe diode-like I- V characteristics
with easily detectable photoconductivity (Fig. 4.5a). At temperatures 150 K<T<200 K,
measurements are complicated by current and photocurrent instabilities (Fig. 4.5b). At
temperatures T<150 K reverse current stabilizes but drops drastically to —10 4¹ A (Fig.
4.6). Dark current and photocurrent temperature dependencies under reverse bias of 0.5 V
are summarized in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.4 (a) I-V characteristics of Ge NWs grown on (111) oriented Si substrate at
several temperatures under dark and illumination. The near ohmic dark I- V characteristics
are shown for (b) reverse bias (positive voltage applied on Si substrate and negative on
Ge NWs) voltage and (c) forward bias voltage.
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Figure 4.5 I- V characteristics in samples of Ge NWs grown on (100) oriented, n+ Si
substrate at three different temperatures (a) T=280 K, (b) T=180 K, and (c) T=110 K.
In both measurements (in dark and under —100 mW/cm2 He-Ne laser power
illumination), an exponential conductivity temperature dependencies are found with
activation energies of —200 meV and —60 meV, respectively. At temperatures T<180 K,
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both dark current and photocurrent are practically temperature independent. In order to
stabilize dark current and photocurrent under a higher reverse bias, a slow-chopped He-
Ne laser was used. The current instabilities were detected during the "light-on" time
interval, while during "light-off" dark current is found to be quite stable (Fig. 4.6, inset).
Temperature (K)
280K 230K 	 180K 	 130 K
Figure 4.6 Photocurrent and dark current temperature dependences in Ge NW/n +  Si
samples at bias V=-0.5 V. Photocurrent is determined by subtracting dark current, and the
calculated activation energies are shown. The inset shows a photocurrent transient under
slow-chopped laser with clearly observed photocurrent oscillations during the "light-on"
time interval.
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During photoexcitation measurements, negative differential photoconductivity
(NDP) was observed at relatively small forward bias at the temperature range above 210
K up to room temperature. Figure 4.7 shows details of photocurrent as a function of bias
for Ge NW/n+ Si samples at different temperatures at low level (-100 mW/cm ²) of photo-
excitation. During the measurements, the relatively narrow temperature interval was
chosen in order to avoid photocurrent instabilities. N-shaped I-V curves and negative
differential photoconductivities are clearly observed with a peak near 0.3-0.5 V.
Figure 4.7 Photocurrent as a function of voltage at different (indicated) temperatures in
Ge NW/n+ Si samples showing clearly observed negative differential photoconductivity.
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4.1.4 Carrier Transport in Ge Nanowire/Si Substrate Heterojunctions
The discussion starts with Ge NW/p+  Si samples assuming that the Ge NW/Si substrate
interface is abrupt, with a thin SiGe transition layer [5, 70]. Also, it should be considered
that surface states on the free surfaces of Ge NW tend to induce p-type conductivity [71].
As mentioned previously in section 2.3, Ge and Si have almost the same electron
affinity (χGe=4.00 eV, χSi=4.05 eV), and therefore, very small conduction band
discontinuity is expected [24, 72]. In addition, since the Ge NW diameter is —40 nm, the
effect of quantum confinement is believed to be negligible [5, 10], and valence band
discontinuity of —400 meV is anticipated due to difference between Si and Ge band gaps.
However, for the Ge NW/p+  Si sample, the observed strongly superlinear current as a
function of forward bias between 0.1 V and 1 V at temperatures below 200 K indicates a
small potential barrier for holes.
The band alignment, depicted in Fig. 4.8a, shows formation of degenerated hole
gas at the Ge NW/p+ Si interface due to energy band bending and it explains the
experimentally observed low sample impedance and almost metallic conductivity with no
significant carrier concentration temperature dependence at temperatures 7200 K and
voltage approaching —1 V. Note that significant interface defect density should result in
Fermi level pinning, and it would make impossible the formation of degenerated hole gas
at Ge NW/Si interface.
For Ge NW/n+ Si samples, the energy band alignment is quite different, with
significant potential barrier for majority carriers (electrons) due to Fermi level position
near the middle of band gap in undoped Ge NWs (Fig. 4.8b). Roughly, the conduction
band energy barrier can be estimated as less than half of the Ge band gap, and that is
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consistent with the observed —200 meV activation energy at small reverse bias. Also, this
activation energy may reflect other thermionic processes (e.g., minority carrier generation,
etc.). In these samples, the observed high impedance is due to the Ge NW/n + Si interface
potential barrier and series resistance of an undoped Ge NWs.
Ge NW	 p+ Si
Figure 4.8 The proposed energy band alignment for (a) Ge NW/p + Si and (b) Ge
NW/n+ Si heterojunctions.
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The proposed energy band alignment, however, explains Ge NW/n+ Si sample
electrical properties only at temperatures T>180 K. At lower temperatures, the dark
current decreases with a much lower activation energy and becomes almost undetectable
(<10-¹¹ A). At temperatures of 120 K<T<200 K, the photocurrent exhibits instabilities.
With further decrease of temperature, the photocurrent also stabilizes at a lower value and
shows practically no temperature dependence (Fig. 4.6).
This very unusual behavior can be explained by assuming an abrupt interface
between Ge NWs and Si substrate. Both, Si and Ge are indirect band gap semiconductors
with conduction band minima located in different crystallographic directions, (111) in Ge
and (100) in Si. Thus, electron transport across an abrupt Si/Ge heterointerface requires
not only energy conservation but also carrier momentum conservation, most likely via
phonon-assisted process. As temperature decreases, the phonon concentration also
decreases, resulting in the observed drastic reduction of conductivity and
photoconductivity. Dark conductivity temperature dependence is controlled by Ge NW/n +
Si interface energy barrier, while the observed photoconductivity activation energy of
—60 meV is close to the energy of transverse optical phonons in Si [73].
The observed dark- and photocurrent instabilities, as well as negative differential
photoconductivity, can also be explained by considering electron transport across an
abrupt, defect-free Si/Ge heterointerface. A sudden decrease in electron mobility for
electrons crossing Ge NW/n+ Si substrate heterointerface might lead to a non-uniform
distribution of electric field along Ge NWs, similarly to the Gunn effect, which is
observed in multivalley semiconductors such as GaAs [74], and also to F—X transitions
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in III-V based superlattices and heterojunctions [75, 76]. It is worth noting that NDC has
also been reported in bulk Ge, but requires a millimeter long single crystal Ge samples.
Finally, important questions should be addressed about structural defects at Ge
NW/Si hetero-interface and the role of Si substrate crystallographic orientation. It is well
known that, in most cases, VLS-grown Ge NWs have strong (111) preferential
crystallographic orientation [77, 78]. Thus, Ge NWs on (111) Si grow straight up, while
on (100) Si Ge NWs are inclined of —55 ° to the Si substrate normal. Since no pinning of
Fermi level has been found in both samples, and photo-sensitivity of Ge NW/n+ Si
samples at temperatures T>180 K is significant, it is concluded that Ge NW-Si substrate
interface defect density is low.
The observed drastic decrease of electrical conductivity at low temperature in Ge
NW/n+ Si samples grown on (100) Si might, however, be explained due to carrier capture
on defect states. However, a significant density of Ge NW/Si substrate interface defects
should result in effective pinning of Fermi level, screening of the electric field and other
effects inconsistent with the experimental data. Also, the previously published optical
measurements where high efficiency, band-to-band PL is found from the same samples
support the conclusion [5].
At the same time, Ge NW outer surface, especially in the case of no intentional
passivation, might have some structural defects [3]. Nevertheless, their density should be
comparable for both types of micron-long Ge NW samples, grown on (100) and (111) Si
substrates. Therefore, a conclusion is that the Si substrate doping is more important for
formation of Ge NW/Si heterojunctions and their energy band alignment, while the Si
substrate crystallographic orientation mostly controls Ge NW growth directions.
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In summary, electrical properties of Ge NWs grown on p+ and n+ Si substrates
with different, (100) and (111) crystallographic orientations have been studied. The
results, including demonstration of nearly metallic conductivity due to degenerated hole
gas at Ge NW/p + Si heterointerface, observation of step-like temperature dependence in
electron transport across Ge NW/n + Si substrate heterojunction, current instabilities and
negative differential photoconductivity are explained using a model of an ideal Ge NW/Si
substrate heterointerface where electron transport is controlled by the interface energy
barriers and requires momentum conservation via phonon-assisted process.
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4.2 Si/SiGe Clusters Superlattices
Here, this study presents carrier transport and optical properties of 3D Si/SiGe clusters
SLs prepared by MBE or CVD.
STM-assisted electrical measurements were conducted on an MBE-grown sample
possessing nearly perfect vertical alignment of SiGe clusters. I- V characteristics were
mapped on the sample surface at a low temperature. The experimental results reflecting
lateral inhomogeneity of the sample structure provided critical information to explain
carrier transport mechanism in 3D Si/SiGe clusters SL.
Temperature dependent PL measurements were performed under various sample
photoexcitation levels using CW Ar + laser on the multiple CVD samples with different
structural parameters (i.e., different Si separating layer thicknesses) to investigate PL
thermal quenching mechanisms. PL dynamics under a high carrier density condition were
also studied using a Q-switched Nd:YAG pulse laser.
4.2.1 Carrier Transport in Si/SiGe Clusters Superlattices
An MBE grown Si/SiGe clusters SL sample (sample 1813), which exhibits nearly perfect
vertical self-alignment of SiGe clusters (Fig. 3.3a) were investigated with respect to
electrical carrier transport by employing an STM technique.
The sample structure consists of 10 periods of Si/Si 1-xGex (x-0.55) on a p-type Si
substrate with Si separating layers thickness of —15 nm. The SiGe clusters in the sample
measure —7 nm in vertical and —100 nm in lateral dimension.
The advantage of using an STM tip for electrical measurements compared to a
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contacting electrode (e.g., a lithographically defined mesa-type contact) on sample
surface is that one can probe a single vertical stack of the clusters since the STM tip
provides much narrower current path via tunneling and hence much higher spatial
resolution. In the sample, two different vertical transport channels are conceivable
depending on the tip location: (i) a channel through a cluster stack which consists of
Si/SiGe clusters SL and (ii) a channel between cluster stacks which consists of Si/SiGe
WL SL. The latter is practically identical to a Si channel since WLs are very thin and Si-
rich.
The measurements were performed at a liquid nitrogen temperature of 77 K via
spatial I- V mapping procedure on local points separated 50 nm apart on the sample
surface as is shown schematically in Fig. 3.6. For sample photoexcitation, a built-in infra-
red light emitting diode (LED) attached to the STM scanner was used. The bias-
controlled LED intensity was varied 66-500 nW. Since the entire Si/SiGe clusters SL
region is —150 nm thick, the radiation is mostly absorbed in the Si substrate. Therefore,
the experimental conditions can be modeled as a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS)
structure with a vacuum tunneling gap as an insulator, and in the structure,
photogenerated carriers are injected from the substrate. Depending on the sign of the
applied bias, electron or hole injection takes place in the sample. The bias was applied to
the sample while the tip is grounded.
During the measurement, a variety of I- V characteristics were achieved proving
the experimental capability to resolve the different local transport characteristics. Two
different mapping points where their I- V characteristics exhibit clear contrast were found
as shown in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10.
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Figure 4.9 (a) I- V curves measured at a local point under dark and different intensity
illumination showing typical diode-like characteristics and (b) their differential
conductance curves. The sign of the voltage is shown for the bias applied to the Si
substrate. Note the different scales (linear or logarithmic) at vertical axes.
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In Fig. 4.9a, the I- V characteristics observed under positive and negative sample
bias are found to be similar to those of a Schottky diode under forward and reverse bias,
respectively. Photosensitivity is easily found in the sample under bias voltages below
—0.5. Under dark condition, the sample current exhibits sharp and near exponential
increase at V50.5 V with increasing bias up to —1 V while the current saturates at -2
V<V<-0.5 V. At Niger negative bias <-2, the current shows superlinear increase with
increasing negative bias. A possible explanation is a field enhanced detrapping (e.g.,
impact ionization) process of charges trapped on the sample surface states, which is well-
known process in similar MOS structure [79, 80]. Figure 4.9 (b) shows differential
conductance curves (I- V curves are numerically differentiated). In each curve, a
conductance peak (indicated by an arrow) is found at 0.1<V<0.5. The origin of this
behavior will be discussed later.
Figure 4.10 (a) shows I- V characteristics measured at the other mapping point. At
negative bias, step-like structures are observed under sample illumination, which are
manifested as a series of peaks in differential conductance curves at their respective bias
voltages of V-0.66, 1.10, 1.85 and 2.60 V (Fig. 4.10b). As shown in the figure, the
conductance peaks are observed to be more pronounced (i.e., higher peak-to-valley value)
with increasing excitation intensity and bias voltage.
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Figure 4.10 (a) I-V curves measured at a local point under dark and different intensity
illumination showing step-like features and (b) their differential conductance curves.
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Figure 4.11 shows a simple schematic energy band diagram of the sample when
the STM tip is at a position between SiGe clusters stacks under different bias conditions,
which is basically an MIS structure comprised of Si, an insulating layer and a Pt tip.
This diagram successfully explains the I-V characteristics shown in Fig. 4.9a.
Thus, the observed transport characteristics are attributed to a vertical channel between
SiGe clusters stacks. Without bias, since Pt has high work function of 5.65 eV, the Fermi
level of the tip is below the valence band edge of the sample surface (Fig. 4.11a). At
small positive sample bias, the holes (majority carriers) in Si are not allowed to tunnel
into the tip. When the positive bias increases, the Femi level of the tip is above the
valence band edge of Si at the surface, and the holes in Si can tunnel to the tip (Fig.
4.11b). Therefore, the sharp increase observed in the I- V characteristic at —0.5 V can be
ascribed to the onset of the hole current tunneling from Si to the tip. However, the
condition changes when the sample is illuminated. Photogenerated electrons also
contribute to the tunneling current by overcoming the Schottky barrier formed near the
sample surface in the conduction band. With the sample bias decreasing from a
considerable positive voltage, the photogenerated electrons start to tunnel into the tip
over the Schottky barrier (diffusion current). With further decrease of positive bias
voltage, when the barrier height becomes small at V~0 V, the electron current exhibits
saturation (drift current). This accounts for the conductance peaks observed at 0
V<V<~0.5 V in I-V curves under sample illumination.
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Figure 4.11 Schematic energy band diagram of the sample structure when the tip is
placed between the SiGe clusters vertical stacks for different bias conditions: (a) without
bias, (b) forward bias and (c) reverse bias.
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Next, in order to explain how the series of conductance peaks arise when the tip is
located on the vertical stack of SiGe clusters, a schematic energy band diagram shown in
Fig. 4.12 is considered. Here, the Si/SiGe clusters SL can be modeled using type-II
energy band alignment and most of band discontinuity exists in the valence band. In the
schematic energy band diagram, the trapped holes in SiGe clusters valence band reduce
the energy band bending in the SL layer due to the suspected charging effect. When this
is the case, more of the applied bias is accommodated by the vacuum gap between the tip
and the sample surface. In this condition, under positive sample bias, the electron
transport should overcome increased conduction barrier height, and also the hole
transport from the sample to the tip should be limited by hole trapping in the valence
band in SiGe clusters. As a result, the current at positive sample bias significantly reduces
compared to that observed when the tip is located between the cluster stacks. The slow
increase of positive bias current with increasing bias is attributed to the suspected carrier
leakage around SiGe clusters, which is not considered in the diagram.
On the other hand, when negative bias is applied to the sample, the electron
transport becomes dominant over a nominal Schottky barrier while holes are still trapped
in SiGe clusters. As can be seen in Fig. 4.10a, the on-set voltages of reverse bias current
decreases with increasing excitation intensity, which is explained by reduced energy band
bending due to the increased trapped charges in the clusters. Note that these are not found
in I- V curves of Fig. 4.9a which corresponds to the experimental condition that the tip is
between the cluster stacks.
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Figure 4.12 Schematic energy band diagram of the sample structure (without bias)
when the tip is placed on the SiGe clusters vertical stacks.
Then, the question concerned with the observation of the series of conductance
peaks with increasing negative bias can be addressed now. As pointed out previously,
both Si and Ge are indirect band gap semiconductors with conduction-band minima
located in different crystallographic directions: <111> in Ge and <100> in Si. The SiGe
clusters in the sample have —55 % Ge content, and X-ray reflection and Raman
measurements have indicated that samples had chemically abrupt interfaces [67, 81].
Hence, for the electron transport through a channel composed of alternating Si layers and
SiGe clusters, even though there are weak energy barriers for electrons (conduction band
discontinuities are negligible), emission or absorption of a phonon at the interface is
required in order to satisfy crystal momentum conservation. Particularly, phonon
emission requires a condition that the electron potential energy difference between the
conduction band valley minima in Si and SiGe clusters matches the phonon energy for
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the inter-valley scattering. This indicates that the energy band at every period of SL
should be aligned such that there is minimum voltage drop matching phonon energy
available for electron transfer. Accordingly, as the sample negative bias increases, a high
field domain forms at the interfaces until the above condition is met, and this eventually
gives rise to electron transport by successive emission of phonons. If this is the case, the
conductance peak should appear only once at a certain sample bias which provides the
above condition.
Considering the sample structure, however, it is likely that electrons are allowed
to drift around the SiGe clusters without such energy band alignment at Si/SiGe clusters
interfaces. Thus, as bias voltage increases (i.e., depletion region near the sample surface
expands into substrate), when the surface-nearest period reaches the alignment condition,
the electrons from the substrate drift around the clusters over the prior 9-period distance,
and when arriving at the last period, they drift through the clusters with phonon
assistance. Subsequent increase of bias increases the number of the aligned periods, and
this gives rise to successive step-like increase in sample current. These processes are
schematically shown in Fig. 4.13.
While the observed result can be qualitatively understood, no appropriate
quantitative modeling at this point is available to relate a relevant phonon energy in Si or
Ge (~36-58 meV) to the observed conductance peak separations; a nonuniform field
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Figure 4.13 Schematic diagram showing variation of conduction energy band in
Si/SiGe clusters SL as sample negative bias increases. Dashed lines indicate the
heterointerfaces. Conduction band offset at the Si/SiGe interfaces is ignored.
4.2.2 Low Temperature Photoluminescence
PL measurements were carried out on the CVD samples with different Si separating layer
thicknesses (7.5, 10 and 20 nm) using Ar + laser and a lock-in amplifier. The excitation
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intensity was varied over two orders of magnitude from 0.1 to 10 W/cm ² . Sample
temperature was varied from 8 to 270 K in a closed-cycle He cryostat. During the
measurements, the samples with different Si layer thicknesses exhibited very similar PL
spectra at the same experimental condition. Figure 4.14 shows normalized PL spectra
measured under different excitation intensities from sample 991 (20 nm Si separating
layers).
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Figure 4.14 Low temperature (T=8 K) normalized PL spectra measured at different
excitation intensities. SiGe clusters PL at 0.1 W/cm² excitation is fitted with two
Gaussian curves (thin dashed lines). Note vertical logarithmic scale.
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In the figure, at low excitation intensity, PL attributed to SiGe clusters at low
photon energies <0.9 eV, two PL peaks at 0.916 eV and 0.972 eV related to transverse
optical (TO) phonon and no-phonon (NP) transitions in SiGe WL and crystalline Si PL
above photon energy 1.0 eV are observed. In addition, as the PL excitation intensity
increases, PL spectra associated with SiGe clusters continuously shift toward higher
photon energies (i.e., blue shift).
The PL spectra at photon energies <0.9 eV are well-fitted by two Gaussian peaks
as shown in Fig. 4.14 for the PL spectrum at 0.1 W/cm ² excitation. Figure 4.15 presents
the dependence of these two PL peak energies and their full width at half maximum
(FWHM) as a function of excitation intensities. For all the measured PL spectra at
different excitation intensities, the two PL peaks at phonon energies <0.9 eV are found to
be separated by —43 meV with FWHM values of —78 and 47 meV. These two PL peaks
are attributed to NP transition and TO phonon replica in the SiGe clusters, respectively
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Figure 4.15 Peak positions and FWHM of the two fitting curves with increasing PL
excitation intensity.
4.2.3 Photoluminescence Temperature Dependence
Figure 4.16 shows PL spectra measured at temperatures from 8 to 210 K under excitation
intensity of 5 W/cm² . As sample temperature increases, the PL from SiGe WLs
disappears at temperatures higher than —50 K, while the PL from SiGe clusters is clearly
observed at temperatures up to 210 K. The PL spectra attributed to SiGe clusters show
redshift with increasing temperature, which correlates with the temperature dependence
of band gaps in Si and Ge [84].
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Figure 4.16 PL spectra measured between T=8 and 210 K at 5 W/cm ² laser excitation.
The spectra are shown on a logarithmic scale and vertically shifted for clarity.
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The temperature dependences of the integrated PL intensity from SiGe clusters
were measured at different excitation intensities (0.1-10 W/cm ²). Within the range of
the used excitation intensities, since the PL peak separation energies and their FWHM
remain the same, the integrated PL intensities measured at different excitation intensities
can be directly compared.
Figure 4.17 shows a modified (note double logarithmic scale) Arrhenius plot of
the normalized integrated PL intensity of the SiGe clusters at the different excitation
intensities. The PL intensity at the lowest used excitation intensity (0.1 W/cm ²) is well
described by a standard equation 1 PL (T)=1/[1+ C1 exp(-E1  / kT) + C2 exp(-E2 / kT)]
(for example, see ref. 81) with two thermal quenching activation energies of E l— 15 meV
and E2~120 meV.
However, at higher excitation intensities, the PL intensity temperature dependence
once deviates from the preceding exponential roll-off path with increasing sample
temperature, eventually showing drastic decrease. Such behavior is found to be most
pronounced under the highest excitation intensity used. Fitting of experimental data
(performed separately for the temperature ranges above —150 K or below —150 K) at the
highest excitation intensity (10 W/cm²) reveals thermal activation energies of E l— 15 and
E2150 meV for T<150 K and —340 meV for T>150 K.
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Figure 4.17 SiGe clusters integrated PL intensity temperature dependence for various
excitation intensities and fitting curves with two (indicated) thermal quenching activation
energies. Dashed lines are extension of the fitting curves beyond the fitted data range.
Note logarithmic scale along vertical and horizontal axes.
Figure 4.18 compares PL quenching behavior found in samples with different Si
separating layer thicknesses. In the sample with 7.5 nm Si layer (sample 1078), the same
excitation-independent PL thermal quenching activation energy E 115 meV is found at
low temperatures, and E² at high temperatures increases from —60 to 70 meV as
excitation intensity increases.
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Figure 4.18 Temperature dependence of SiGe clusters integrated PL intensity measured
from samples with (a) 20 nm and (b) 7.5 nm thick Si separating layers at different
excitation intensities. The dash lines show fittings using two thermal quenching
activation energies. The values of E² are shown.
Figure 4.19 shows the PL intensity temperature dependence measured repeatedly
by heating or cooling the sample continuously. The measurement started with sample
heating from T=8 K after cooling the sample in the dark (without photoexcitation).
During the first cycle (heating and cooling under photoexcitation), PL intensity thermal
hysteresis was found. This PL intensity hysteresis as a function of temperature disappears
after a complete heating/cooling cycle; however, under the same excitation intensity, the
PL thermal quenching activation energy does not change. This effect is less pronounced
in the sample with 7.5 nm Si layers.
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Figure 4.19 The integrated PL intensity in the samples with 20 nm thick Si separating
layers measured during the heating/cooling cycles under an excitation intensity of 5
W/cm² .
4.2.4 Photoluminescence Thermal Quenching in Si/SiGe Clusters Superlattices
It has been known that Si/SiGe pyramid-like clusters can be modeled as nanostructures
with type II energy band alignment in the direction of growth and possible SiGe valence
band energy quantization [60, 85]. In this model, since electrons and holes are localized
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in different regions, carrier recombination via such spatially indirect transition require a
longer time. In addition, the PL intensity saturation should be more pronounced at lower
PL photon energies because stronger confinement provides weaker electron-hole wave
function overlap, and this, at least in part, might contribute to the observed blue shift of
the PL peak as excitation intensity increases.
The observed excitation-independent PL thermal quenching activation energy of
—15 meV is close to the exciton binding energy in fluctuations of SiGe alloy composition
[53, 86, 87]. Therefore, it is concluded that one of the mechanisms of PL thermal
quenching is thermal dissociation of excitons. Besides, electron transport in 3D Si/SiGe
clusters SL is limited by a small (10-15 meV) conduction band energy barrier. Thus, the
found PL thermal quenching activation energy of —15 meV could also be associated with
electron diffusion in Si/SiGe clusters SL. In contrast, hole diffusion is controlled by large
valence band energy barriers at Si/SiGe heterointerfaces. Two major mechanisms of hole
transport can be considered: (i) hole tunneling and (ii) hole thermionic emission. Hole
tunneling in 3D Si/SiGe nanostructures with thin (5-7 nm) Si separating layers and
nearly perfect SiGe clusters vertical self-alignment could be very efficient [88, 89]. These
nanostructures are mostly grown by molecular beam epitaxy and exhibit the PL thermal
quenching activation energy of —60 meV [81]. The same PL thermal quenching activation
energy is found in CVD-grown samples with 7.5 nm thick Si separating layers at the
lowest used excitation intensity. It is suggested that in Si/SiGe clusters SL with thin Si
layers at low excitation intensity, electron-hole separation and nonradiative carrier
recombination are mainly controlled by hole tunneling between SiGe clusters. Due to
significant variations in SiGe clusters size, shape, and chemical composition, the process
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of hole tunneling could be assisted by phonon emission and/or absorption [90]. Therefore,
the found PL thermal quenching activation energy is close to the Si TO phonon energy.
In the sample with 20 nm thick Si layers, where SiGe clusters vertical self-alignment is
practically absent, probability of hole tunneling is reduced, and hole thermionic emission
over the Si/SiGe heterointerface barrier is playing a bigger role; SiGe clusters vertical
self-alignment is known to disappear as Si layers thickness increases above —10 nm [52].
Thus, in this sample the PL thermal quenching activation energy is expected to be greater,
and it has been found in the experiments. In this simple model, an efficient hole
tunneling between adjacent SiGe nanoclusters requires not only reasonably low and thin
energy barriers but also a low carrier concentration (i.e., enough number of empty
adjacent SiGe clusters). By increasing photoexcitation (i.e., number of photogenerated
carriers), hole tunneling can effectively be suppressed since fewer empty adjacent SiGe
clusters can be found. At high excitation intensity, assuming (i) a negligible value of the
conduction band offset compared to that in valence band and (ii) nearly pure Ge
composition in SiGe clusters core [91], the maximum anticipated PL thermal quenching
activation energy should be E2<Eg-Si—Eg-Ge<400 meV. This value sets the upper limit in
the activation energy of PL intensity thermal quenching in 3D SiGe multilayer
nanostructures, and it is close to the activation energy of E2340 meV which has been
found under the highest used excitation intensity.
The observed hysteresis in the PL intensity as a function of temperature can also
be explained under the same assumption. This effect is found to be stronger in the
samples with thicker Si separating layers and it suggests an important role of a
nonuniform in-depth absorption of light due to >10 5 cm-¹ absorption coefficient at photon
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energies >2.5 eV. In our experiment, the samples are cooled down to T=8 K without
photoexcitation (i.e., in the dark), and then they are exposed to the strongly absorbed
laser light. At a low temperature and high photoexcitation, a large and nonuniform in-
depth carrier concentration is created. By charging SiGe nanoclusters, vertical hole
tunneling is effectively suppressed because of the decreased number of empty clusters
involved in the tunneling process. This effect is similar to the "optical memory" effect in
SiGe clusters and quantum dots and it increases the PL intensity at low temperature. To
remove the "frozen" hole distribution, a higher temperature is required and the effect can
be erased by performing a complete cycle of heating and cooling under continuous
illumination.
4.2.5 Electroluminescence
EL measurements were performed on the sample 991 with metal contacts in the
temperature range from 30 to 150 K under relatively low value of negative bias voltages
ranging from -2.5 to -7 V. The sample was prepared with a simple Schottky barrier type
structure as is described in chapter 3. The sample I- V curves at T=30 K current exhibited
clear rectifying behavior with forward bias characteristics under sample negative bias,
and practically no EL was observed under sample positive bias. The measured EL spectra
are shown in Fig 4.20.
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Figure 4.20 Low temperature (T=30 K) EL spectra at different sample bias.
The EL spectra due to the SiGe clusters are broad with an asymmetric spectral
shape similar to the PL spectra, and they can be well fitted by two Gaussian bands
separated by —45 meV (Fig. 4.21). This energy is close to characteristic optical phonon
energy in SiGe, proving that the EL mechanism is nearly identical to that of the PL. The
integrate EL intensity is nearly linear as a function of the applied voltage (Fig. 4.22). The
EL intensity as a function of temperature is also similar to that found in PL, and the EL
thermal quench activation is —130 meV (Fig. 4.23a). The sample current as a function of
temperatures shows clear anti-correlation with the EL intensity and exhibits activation




Figure 4.21 Normalized EL spectra originating from SiGe clusters at different sample
bias. Solid lines are fitting curves which are deconvoluted into two symmetric Gaussian
curves (dashed lines).
Figure 4.22 Integrated EL intensity as a function of the pulsed voltage amplitude
measured at indicated temperatures.
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Figure 4.23 (a) Sample current and (b) EL intensity as a function of the reciprocal
temperatures at 	 V. The thermal activation energies form fits are also shown.
4.2.6 Photoluminescence under high intensity excitation
Understanding of high density carrier dynamics in semiconductor nanostructures is a
prerequisite for applications in light-emitting devices. An MBE grown sample (sample
1831) was investigated temporally and spectrally on PL at high excitation intensities
using 6 ns pulse duration Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with pulse energies of 0.1-10
mJ/cm² as well as at low excitation using Ar + cw laser with excitation intensities of
0.01-10 W/cm2.
For PL measurements under a pulsed laser excitation, second harmonic of the
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Nd:YAG laser was used with 532 nm excitation wavelength and a repetition frequency of
10 Hz. The signal has been averaged using a LeCroy digital storage oscilloscope. The
overall time resolution of the system was —3 ns.
Figure 4.24 shows low temperature (T=15 K) PL spectra measured using cw Ar +
laser excitation under different excitation intensities. The PL associated with carrier
radiative recombination in SiGe clusters exhibits evolution of multiple (more than two)
PL peaks as excitation intensity increases, which is most likely related to the achieved
better control over composition and size distribution of SiGe clusters during the sample
MBE growth compared to those in the CVD samples. The SiGe clusters PL intensity is
found comparable to that of the Si PL at 1.096 eV.
Figure 4.24 Low temperature (T=15 K) PL spectra of sample 1831 measured at
different excitation intensities.
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At higher excitation intensities (above 5 kW/cm²), measured under pulse
excitation, the SiGe clusters PL is observed to quench or saturate quickly with increasing
excitation intensity as shown in Fig. 4.25. In addition, the SiGe PL is found only at
photon energies below —0.9 eV. On the other hand, at 1.079 eV near Si FE PL peak (TO
phonon involved peak), a broad PL peak is found, which is luminescence due to a
condensed phase of electron and hole carriers known as electron-hole droplet (EHD) in Si
[92, 93]; the much smaller new peaks observed at —1.02 and 1.12 eV are other phonon
(TA and TO+OF) replicas.
Figure 4.25 Low temperature (T=15 K) PL spectra measured at different excitation
intensities using Nd:YAG Q-switched pulse laser.
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Figure 4.26 shows PL spectra in the Si PL spectral range collected under pulse
excitation intensities of —0.01-1 MW/cm ² (or energy density —0.1-10 mJ/cm²). The broad
PL at the lower photon energy side of the FE PL peak grows quickly and slightly shifts to
higher photon energies with increasing excitation intensity due to increased participation
of electron-hole plasma (EHP) in recombination process with possible sample heating.
The FE PL peak intensity increases near linearly with power n~1.2 and the EHD peak
intensity show a superlinear dependence with n~1.8.
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Figure 4.26 Low temperature (T=15 K) PL spectra measured in Si-related spectral
region at different excitation intensity using Nd:YAG Q-switched pulse laser.
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Figure 4.27 shows excitation dependence of normalized PL transients from the
SiGe clusters (at 0.873 eV) and the EHDs (at 1.079 eV) measured under different pulse
energy densities of 0.1-10 mJ/cm² ; during the measurement, the PL due to SiGe clusters
at photon energies ranging from ~0.75 to 0.9 eV revealed similar temporal behaviors
under the same excitation intensity. The SiGe clusters PL shows fast decay component
immediately after pulse excitation, which becomes faster with increasing excitation
intensity, and at the later times, it decays very slow with lifetime of ~104-10-² s. In
addition, an unusual SiGe PL behavior is found at the highest excitation intensity of 10
mJ/cm² : the initial fast decay is followed by first rising and then decaying PL component
(Fig. 4.27a). Contrarily, the PL from EHDs shows a rise time of —100 ns, and at the
highest excitation, the PL Si EHD PL decays initially slow with lifetime of —200 ns and a
very fast decay component with lifetime of <20 ns follows later. Under lower excitations,
the initial slow EHD PL components gradually disappear and decay near exponentially
with characteristic lifetime τEHD>50 ns. These clear anti-correlations between the PL
dynamics at 0.873 eV and 1.079 eV indicates that the observed Si EHD PL mostly
originates within thin Si layers separating SiGe clusters rather than the Si substrate.
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Figure 4.27 PL dynamics under different (indicated) pulsed laser energy densities
recorded at photon energies associated with SiGe PL (~ 0.873 eV) and Si EHD PL (-
l.079 eV). Note vertical logarithmic scale.
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Figure 4.28 shows the temperature dependence of PL intensity measured at 1.079
eV. At low excitation of ~100µJ/c m² , the PL intensity decreases exponentially while at
the highest excitation intensity of 10 mJ/cm ² it is roughly temperature independent up to
T=270 K.
Figure 4.28 PL peak intensities as functions of reciprocal temperature measured at
different (indicated) excitation energy densities.
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4.2.8 Electron-Hole Condensate and Carrier Relaxation in Si/SiGe Cluster
Superlattice
The experimental results can be explained using type-II energy band alignment at Si/SiGe
clusters interface. At low excitation intensities, electrons localized in Si layers mostly
recombine radiatively with holes confined in valence band of SiGe clusters near Si/SiGe
interface (Fig. 4.29a). This recombination process exhibits a long radiative lifetime
ranging from 104 to 10-² s since electrons and holes are spatially separated at the type-II
interface [81]. With increasing excitation intensity, accelerated Auger process with much
shorter recombination lifetime <20 ns dominates the recombination process. It has been
known that Auger rate in Si/SiGe QW with thickness of several nanometers increases by
~100 times compared to that in bulk Si and Ge [94]. At the same time, this process
involving one electron and two holes at each event generates 'Auger holes' with energies
of 0.7-0.8 eV, which are redistributed into Si layers during thermalization (Fig. 4.29b).
This Auger hole ejection from SiGe clusters into Si barriers results in accumulation of
both electrons and holes within the nanometer-thick Si layers. This mechanism is
qualitatively similar to the previously reported "Auger fountain" in III-V heterostructures
with type II energy band alignment [95]. Subsequently, the high excess carrier
concentration in Si layers results in electron-hole condensation (i.e., EHD) which has
recombination lifetime>50 ns. Due to the carrier recombination and accompanying
evaporation processes in EHDs, the EHDs undergo first-order transition into gas phase
electron and holes, which occurs in smaller droplets below a critical size. Successively,
the released holes can be recaptured into SiGe clusters valence band (Fig. 4.29c), which
accounts for the observed SiGe PL rising component at later times after pulse excitation.
Figure 4.29 Schematic representation of different recombination processes in Si/SiGe
3D nanostructures with a type II energy band alignment at Si/SiGe heterointerface (a) at
low excess carrier concentration, (b) at high excess carrier concentration and (c) During
~0.1- 1 [Ls after the laser pulse.
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In bulk Si, when excess carrier concentration approaches near density-of-states
(DOS) (10 -¹9 cm 3), EHDs can be formed directly from hot dense photoexcited EHP [92].
However, in 3D Si/SiGe clusters SL, their formation is controlled by Auger-mediated
supply of hot holes. Moreover, the formation seems to be significantly enhanced by a
reduction of DOS in thin (~15 nm) and partially strained Si layers and by a suppressed
carrier diffusion in the direction of growth due to the layer-by-layer heterostructure of Si
and SiGe. The enhanced carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon interaction in EHDs increases
local lattice temperature and produces additional non-equilibrium phonons with the
energy-momentum dispersion quite different compared to that at thermal equilibrium [96,
97, 98]. The significantly disturbed phonon spectrum contributes to an increase of
probability of the phonon-assisted transitions, and recombination lifetime drops down.
The observed EHD PL intensity in the Si/SiGe clusters shows superlinear
dependence on the used excitation intensities using pulse energy densities of ~0.01-
10mJ/cm² . Furthermore, this fast growing PL intensity reveals short PL lifetime
compared to that of FE PL (reportedly, FE radiative recombination time is τ R~10-³ s in
bulk Si) [99]. Since PL intensity is, as a rule, inversely proportional to the radiative
lifetime, it is suggested that the experimentally observed fast PL decay (τEHD~50 ns) is
associated with the short EHD radiative recombination.
Auger recombination in bulk Si has a lifetime τAuger
	
1
= 	 , where n is carrier
Cn 2
concentration and C~10-³¹-10-³0 cm6. s-¹ [100]. Therefore, in the Si/SiGe clusters SL, at
high carrier concentration enough to form EHDs (n~10 ¹8-10 ¹9 cm 3), their radiative
recombination (with τEHD~50 ns) successfully competes with non-radiative Auger process.
In addition, at these excitation intensities, carrier diffusion along the nanometer thick Si
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layers is strongly suppressed since carrier concentration is comparable to the Si DOS.
Thus, high concentration of excess carriers provides both, highly efficient (because of
fast transitions) and nearly temperature independent (because of the suppressed diffusion




This dissertation has presented a detailed investigation of optical properties and carrier
transport in quasi-one (i.e., Ge NW/Si substrate heterojunction) and three-dimensional
(i.e., cluster morphology) Si/SiGe nanostructures. This chapter serves as a summary of
the experimental work and original contribution to the field.
5.1 Summary of Conclusions
There are several important results and their contributions about the work conducted for
this dissertation, which may be summarized as follows:
• Exponential dependence of conductivity on temperature, current instability and
negative differential photoconductivity have been observed in Ge NWs/(100) n+
Si substrate heterostructures. The proposed explanation is based on an abrupt and
defect-free Si/Ge heterointerface. Future work in this direction can be focused on
novel device applications such as an RF emitters and thermoelectric devices.
• STM-assisted electrical measurements have been conducted on Si/SiGe clusters
nanostructures, and provided vital information explaining critical details in carrier
transport mechanism.
• A novel mechanism explaining the observed excitation dependent PL thermal
quenching in Si/SiGe clusters nanostructures has been suggested and the
presented experimental results show how PL can be extended to near room
temperature without significant quantum efficiency thermal quenching.
• 'Auger fountain' has been observed for the first time in Si/SiGe clusters
nanostructures and the demonstrated carrier recombination mechanism is found to
provide an optimal condition for fast and efficient EHDs luminescence, which





For the last several decades, Si/SiGe heterostructure systems have been intensively
studied and eventually used in commercially available electronic devices. Bi-CMOS
technology utilizing enhanced mobility in these systems via band structure engineering is
already playing a major role in high frequency applications competing with III-V
compound semiconductors. At the same time, nowadays, low-dimensional nanostructured
Si/SiGe material systems are considered as promising candidates for even more advanced
electronic and optoelectronic applications where drastic modification of electrical and
optical properties leads to new physical phenomena and hence many novel device
concepts.
The experimental results presented in this dissertation provides valuable insight
into the use of low-dimensional Si/SiGe nanostructures for electronic and optoelectronic
devices as well as several promising practical achievements. It seems clear that continued
theoretical and experimental work aimed at elucidating the observed phenomena in these
nanostructures should lead to the development of novel devices with a promise to be
eventually monolithically integrated in the CMOS environment.
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